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Summary
Thispaper isconcerned withthe innovation in marketing organization in agricultural
cooperatives. Aframework for theanalysis of marketing organization isproposed and
the interaction betweenfunctions, institutionsand relationships isemphasized.Current
marketing literaturehas been used toidentifythemarketingphilosophy of a company,
the capacities of management, coordination mechanisms, and themethod of investing
in marketstrategies. Conceptsandideasconcerning innovationinorganizations which
appear relevant to marketing organization are reviewedand the market strategies to
be chosen in viewof given particular market developments are introduced and their
impact on cooperative marketing organization analyzed.Subsequently theevolution of
cooperative marketing organization is summarized in three models. This evolution
seems toreflect thewayinwhich Western Europeancooperativesactuallydevelop.

1 Introduction
Innovation as a subject of marketing theory has been analyzed with
particular emphasis on new products and services. Although an appropriate
marketing organization is crucial for successful marketing, there has been no
extensive investigation of innovation in marketing organization. A special
organizational characteristic of marketing agricultural products and food is that
the marketing often embraces the entire agricultural production and food chain
fromthefarmer tothefinal consumer.
This paper is concerned with the innovation in marketing organization in
agriculture. It pays particular attention to the innovation of marketing
organization in agricultural cooperatives. The organization of marketing in a
cooperative enterprise is very specific because of the relationship between the
farmers and their cooperative company. Although this paper has been written at
the conceptual level,it hopefully provides a realistic picture of the actual trends
emergingwithin themarketingorganization ofEuropean cooperatives.
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Our paper is organized as follows. First, some general characteristics of
marketing organization are presented and factors influencing the innovation in
marketing organization are reviewed. The important changes that have taken
place in Western European agricultural markets and the market strategies that
have emerged as a result are also discussed. Subsequently the innovation in
marketing organization in agricultural cooperatives isanalyzed and weconclude
our analysis by presenting three cooperative models, which describe the
evolution ofcooperative marketing organization.

2 Genera]characteristics ofmarketing organization
2.1 Aframework ofmarketing organization
Marketingprocesses,which,accordingto Kotier(1991),consist ofAnalysis,
Planning, Implementation and Control, are organized by marketing decision
makers. Marketingtasks andresponsibilities haveto bedetermined andassigned
to specific business units,departments andpersons.Marketingorganization does
not onlyconcern specific marketingtasks but alsotherelationship between marketing and the various departments of a company. Shapiro (1977) lists eight
problem areas of "necessary cooperation but potential conflict" between marketing and production: "(i) capacity planning and long range sales forecasting, (ii)
production scheduling and short range sales forecasting, (iii) delivery and
physical distribution, (iv)quality assurance,(v)breadth ofproduct line,(vi) cost
control,(vii)newproduct introduction and(via)adjunct services ...".
Inorderto understand thedynamicsofthemarketingorganization associated
withaproductthefollowing framework maybe useful:
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Marketing functions are fulfilled by the producers themselves or by
specialised marketing companies. The institutions performing marketing
functions, develop special relationships with their clients and suppliers. Wind
and Lilien (1993) note that oneof theimportant changes in market strategies in
the twenty-first century will be a shift from traditional marketing institutions
towards innovative marketing institutions. A marketing operation consisting of
functions, institutions andrelationships bringsaboutspecific market conduct.
According to the well-known Structure Conduct Performance paradigm,
market conduct is determined by market structure and influences the
performance of a company in terms of profit or market share. Our framework
suggests that performance, measured in terms of profit, influences marketing
institutions,inrelation totheirsizeandtheir marketingcapacities.
Market structure influences thewaya company markets its products. Where
there is perfect competition, for example, a company is less in control of the
marketing mix than where there is oligopoly with product differentiation. In the
case of perfect competition, therefore, marketing institutions such as
cooperatives or marketing boards,areoften setupin orderto marketthe generic
product ofagroupoffirms.
The interdependence between marketing functions and marketing institutions
should be taken into account when markets areintheprocess ofchange. In fact,
marketing institutions may not be able to cope with specific market challenges:
marketing of branded products, for example,will not be feasible if a product is
soldthrough anauction.
2.2 Somefeatures ofmarketing organization
Marketing organization in a company involves marketing philosophy,
organizational structure,andthesystem of marketing.
Basically, the marketing philosophy of a company may range between
"Make the Product and Sell it" ontheonehand,and "Choose theValue, Provide
the Value and Communicate the Value" on the other hand (Kotier, 1991). The
impact of a company's marketing philosophy on actual marketing depends to a
large extent onhowcommitted topmanagementaretothat philosophy.
Jaworski and Kohli (1993) characterize the organizational structure and
system of marketing by the structural variables formalization, centralization and
departmentalization. These variables have to be considered by agribusiness
companies when organizing marketing operations. Incooperatives,the structural
variables formalization, centralization and departmentalization of marketing
organization do not only refer to marketing organization within the cooperative
company but also to marketing organization which affects the relationship
between the cooperative company and the members of the cooperative. As a
result, a variety of coordinative mechanisms may have to be used including
mutual adjustment, direct supervision, standardization of work procedures,
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standardization of output, standardization of skills and/or the standardization of
norms (Mintzberg, 1989). Concepts drawn from marketing literature such as
administered, contractual or corporate vertical marketing systems are also
relevant (Stern and ElAnsary, 1992).
Heide (1994) distinguishes the following approaches to inter-organizational
governanceinmarketingchannels:
- the marketing literature:theinstitutional and functional marketing school using
economic efficiency asthecriterion for organizingthe marketingchannel (e.g.
Bucklin, 1970), the behaviourial dynamics marketing school, using the ability
to control theroleperformance ofotherchannel membersasa criterion and,as
a result, focusing on sources ofpowerand theexercise of power(Stern, 1969;
Hunt, S.D. andJ.R. Nevin, 1974)and scholarsanalyzing thejoint influence of
cost and control considerations on channel structure (Jeuland and Shugan,
1983; McGuire and Staelin, 1983;Moorthy, 1988);
- resource dependencetheory which: "..viewsinterfirm governance as a strategic
response to conditions of uncertainty and dependence" (Pfeffer and Salancik,
1978);
- "transaction cost theory views governance in terms of designing particular
mechanisms for supporting economic transactions;
- relational contracting theory developing a distinction between discrete
exchange which isnothing morethan thetransfer ofownership toa product or
service and relational exchange, accounting explicitly for the historical and
social context inwhich transactionstakeplace"(Dwyer,etal, 1987).
An important characteristic of organizing marketingactivities ina marketing
channel is the presence of a channel leader. Important questions in this respect
are: who is the channel leader and what power bases does he have at his
disposal?
2.3 Factors influencing theinnovation inmarketing organization
The innovation in marketing organization can be generated by exogenous
factors, for example, market driven, by endogenous factors, for example, as a
result ofcompany research, orbyacombination ofboth.
An important exogenous factor leadingto innovation in marketing organization is the changing agricultural and food market in which agribusiness
companies are now operating. Changing agricultural and food markets have
stimulated the shift towards marketing management. On the basis of customer
orientation, a marketing policy is developed which uses the marketing
instruments available in a coherent way. This development in agricultural
marketing policies brings about changes in the performance of marketing
functions both in the institutional organization of marketing and in the relations
between institutions.
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Technological developments also create new marketing opportunities for
agribusiness companies. New discoveries in science and technology offer
opportunities for the development of new products or for lowering the cost of
production whilst innovations in transport and storage technology increase the
opportunity for using logistics as a marketing tool. The evolution of
communication technology has had a tremendous impact on marketing
communication and information transfer, Electronic Data Interchange being a
caseinpoint.
Marketing organization is also changing because of forces endogenous to
companies, such as internal Research and Development programs, changing
managerial capacitiesandattitudesanddevelopments inplanningprocedures.
Various notions and theories about innovation and organization in general
also appear relevant to the innovation in marketing organization. The argument
of Schumpeter (see for instance Kamien and Schwartz, 1982) that some
monopoly power in a company is favourable to innovation is well known.
Monopolistic profits create financial resources which can be invested in
innovative market strategies. Moreover, monopolistic market power makes the
market introduction ofnewproducts easier. Given such observations ithasbeen
argued that large companies are often better equipped for marketing innovation.
Futia (1980) was one of those who developed a model which " ..is consistent
with the claim that innovative activity increases with industry concentration but
less so in industries with extensive opportunities for innovation than in those
with few opportunities" (Kamien and Schwartz, 1982). This argument seems
relevant to agribusiness and food industry, where fundamental new innovations
arescarce.
March and Simon (1993) argue that "the availability of slack money and
personnel not committed to on-going programs enhances the commitment in a
company to new programs and program elaboration". They emphasize also the
importance ofindividuals orunitshavingplanningresponsibilities without heavy
operating responsibilities. Accordingtothese scholars thecreation ofanewunit
is the only way to secure an innovation that is not excessively bound and
hampered by tradition and precedent. They suggest that innovation will be most
rapid and vigorous if "stress" onthe organization isneither too high nortoo low
(March and Simon, 1993).
Anticipated market resultswill also have an impact onthe development and
marketing of product innovations. Von Hippel argues that: "innovating firms
will be found among those whose analyses lead them to expect a rent they
consider attractive" (Von Hippel, 1988). March and Simon (1993) emphasize
satisfaction as a criterion for innovation. These criteria of market results and
satisfaction seem particularly relevant to the question of which company in the
agricultural marketing chain will push the adoption of an innovation and will
organizeitsmarketingthrough thechannel.
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More recently the innovation in marketing by organizing alliances has been
receiving increasing attention. Bucklin (1993) is amongst those who have
identified co-marketing allianceswhich are lateral relationships between firms at
the same level in the value added chain and represent a form of "symbiotic"
marketing: "Only bythelinking of multiple firms' resourcescan newsystems be
developed with sufficient breadth and sophistication to persuade end users to
abandon currentinvestments andupgradetonew technology".

3 Changesin themarketing environment ofagricultural cooperatives
Sinceinnovation in marketing andofmarketingorganization inagriculture is
to a large extent market driven,wewill makeaconcise reviewofthemaintrends
in agricultural andfood markets.
Consumer behaviour ischanging significantly. Important factors underlying
these changes are sluggish population growth, a greying population, smaller
family units and increasingly multiracial societies. Per capita disposable income
is increasing modestly,consumers arebetter educated andbetter informed about
the health and environmental aspects of food and agricultural products. Food
consumption is becoming more homogeneous as a result of general trends, such
astheinternationalization offood production andtradeandthe internationalizing
of purchasing and consumption habits. However, individualism and diversity in
consumer behaviour are also on the increase motivated by the need for self
actualization and self fulfilment (Maslow, 1954) and because of a greater
diversity invaluesandnorms (seefor example Popcorn, 1991).
Competition is increasing because of the internationalization of agricultural
and food trade.An increasing number of exporting countries, including those in
Eastern European and several developingcountriesareputting morepressureon
international export markets, particularly those in Western Europe. These
countries often have a competitive edge because of the low cost of labour and
energy, but they are often weak in infrastructure, knowledge and craftsmanship.
Furthertheabolition oftradebarriers byGATThasstimulated competition.
Governments have reduced the amount of direct support to agriculture,
especially price and income support, because of budgetary problems. They put
more side constraints on agricultural production and marketing because of
environmental problems.
Perhaps the most important marketer inthe food chain is retail business. In
many European countries food retailing is dominated by a small number of big
retailers often operating on an international scale. These retail chains develop
their own marketing policies,theyarecostconsciousand havestrong purchasing
powerattheirdisposal sometimesreinforced byinternational alliances.
There are a great many developments on the input side of agriculture and
food industry which stimulate innovation in agricultural marketing. These
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include new breedingresultsand new methods ofplanning anddecision making.
All offer opportunities for innovation in production, logistical operations and
quality control.

4
Strategies of agricultural cooperatives in response to market
developments
Given the market developmentsreviewed here,cooperatives mustselecttheir
strategy from amongst those well-known (Porter, 1980) market strategies:
Overall Cost Leadership,Focus/Segmentation and Differentiate.
Overall CostLeadership impliespricecompetition onthebasisof efficiency
in production and logistics. This strategy can be successful in serving priceconscious consumers. It may also be helpful for cooperatives concentrating on
marketing raw materials and semi-finished products, while leaving production
and marketing of consumer goods to other companies. A policy of such overall
cost leadership maybeattractive ifthereisa shortage ofaparticular agricultural
product. However, where there isabundant agricultural supply and overcapacity
in agribusiness companies, a low-cost oriented cooperative is in a weak
bargaining position and is not able to transform efficiency improvements into
profits for its farmers.
Focus/Segmentation is an important competitive strategy for cooperatives
because many agricultural and food products are in the maturity stage or the
saturation stage of the product life cycle. At this stage consumers are familiar
with the product and have developed specific wants and needs with respect to
that product. By serving the specific wants and needs of a particular market
segment, cooperatives may establish consumer loyalty. A strategy of
focus/segmentation requires that cooperatives add value to the agricultural
product, which will be in particular appreciated by a specific market segment.
Innovative research and development and production and marketing are
necessary for an effective strategy of focus/segmentation. A cooperative may
also be encouraged to choose a strategy of focus/segmentation because focusing
on aspecific product-market combination will increaseitscompetitive potential.
In today's very competitive food market it is an attractive proposition for
cooperatives to differentiate their products from competitive supply. Such
products should be recognizable in the market place. Constant and high quality
is an important instrument in this respect. Uniform and effective packaging is
important too. A strong brand image is the most effective type of product
differentiation. The strength of a brand image is not only built upon the
instrumental values ofa product but also onthe expressive and emotional values
of the brand. Quality labels and environmental labels also differentiate product
qualityinthe market.
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In our opinion, agricultural cooperatives haveto search for the added value
components of their products and therefore they should go for Focus/
Segmentation and/or Differentiation strategy. InWestern European agriculture,a
strategy of Overall Cost Leadership doesnot seemattractive because consumers
are moreinterested inbetterquality,varietyandservicethan inconsuming larger
quantities; Western European agriculture faces comparatively high labour and
energy costs, and overproduction and overcapacity in agricultural production
make it difficult to build a strong market position on the basis of low prices
alone.
Aselection madefrom thesebasic market strategies shouldbeaugmented by
a number of supportive strategies. Market leadership and chain management
would appeartoberelevant strategieshere.
Market leadership is attractive because portfolio analyses (Kerin et al.,
1990) and PIMS(Buzzell and Gale, 1987)show apositive relationship between
return on investment and market share. Accumulation of experience, both inthe
economies of scale in production and in marketing and distribution have been
discussed extensively as a possible reason for this positive relationship (see for
example:Kerin,etal, 1990).
Chain management bycoordination ofprocessesandqualitycontrol through
the marketing channel, for example, will support the effectiveness of basic
market strategies suchas focus/segmentation and product differentiation. This is
in particularly important for fresh produce such as fruit and vegetables and fresh
meat.

5 Innovating the marketing organization ofagricultural cooperatives
It has been argued that agricultural cooperatives should adopt focus/
segmentation and/or differentiation as preferred basic market strategies.
Switching from selling towards a well-defined market strategy requires the
innovation ofthemarketingorganization and thismeans:
- changing the marketing philosophy from selling products to market orientation;
- improving marketingexpertiseandmarketing coordination;
- creatingmoreroom for investmentsinmarketstrategies.
5.1 Innovating the marketing philosophy from selling towards market
orientation
Before the nineteen fifties, Western European agricultural cooperatives
concentrated their marketing efforts on selling the products of cooperative
members at the highest price. They operated locally or regionally and served
predominantly domestic markets. The dynamics of current markets has forced
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cooperatives to adapt marketing policies to customers' needs and to search for
competitive advantage. A well-defined mission should serve as a frame of
reference for amarket-oriented cooperative strategy.
Organizing theagricultural cooperative towardsamarket-oriented strategy is
in the first instance the task of the cooperative company. The cooperative
company operatesclosertothemarket than thefarmer-members themselves and
is more aware of the added value that can be generated by market orientation
than its members.Thisisin linewiththeargumentwehavealready quoted from
Von Hippel, "... innovating firms willbefound amongthosewhoseanalyseslead
themtoexpectarenttheyconsiderattractive"(Von Hippel, 1988).
Market orientation of a company implies that innovation has become a
permanent characteristic of its market strategy. Following the argument of
March and Simon (1993) "... innovation will be most rapid and vigorous when
the "stress"on the organization isneither too high nor too low",there must be a
harmony between innovative aspirations and the results both within the
cooperative company and between the cooperative company and the fanner
members. Therefore, the cooperative company has to "market" innovative
policies to its members, because they are the ultimate beneficiaries of its
policies.
Innovative market strategies, like segmentation and differentiation, can be
frustrated by existing organizational structures and by a traditional cooperative
marketing policy orientated to only selling the product. This problem may be
avoided by the creation of separate business units (March and Simon, 1993). In
fact, many cooperatives have set up business units which serve specific market
segments, use specific technologies and have own profit responsibilities. If
consumers needs can only be satisfied by specific processing methods and
services and specific agricultural products,the cooperative will haveto segment
itsfarmer-members too.
Co-marketing alliances (Bucklin, et al., 1993) might also be a useful device
for a cooperative to establish, in cooperation with other companies or
organizations that haveaninnovative marketingphilosophy. Uptonowthistype
ofalliance doesnotseemparticularlypopularwithagricultural cooperatives.
5.2 Innovation in marketing coordination and marketing authority in
agricultural cooperatives
It has been argued that in market-oriented cooperatives, the cooperative
company should take the lead in innovating market strategies. Consequently,
cooperative management must have sufficient authority to develop and
implement market strategies. Such authority willbebased inthefirst instanceon
the quality of managers. In order to attract competent managers, a cooperative
will have to offer adequate salaries and give managers sufficient room for alert
and creative decision making. The first condition can only be fulfilled by
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companies, whoareableto carrythecost of employing qualified managers. The
second condition requires that managers have sufficient room for decision
making,which iseither guaranteed byacovenant between thecooperative board
and the management of the cooperative company or by transforming the
cooperative company into a limited company whose shares are in the hands of
thecooperative union.
A cooperative company doesnot only develop innovative strategies but also
has to implement them. Consequently, there must be room for adequate
coordination of policies and operations between cooperative company and
farmer members. The cooperative structure must allow for the use of effective
coordination mechanisms.
5.3 Innovating opportunitiesfor investment incooperative market strategies
Individual farmers do not have the means at their disposal for carrying out
innovative research and development and for the introduction of new products.
Many ofthem haveovercomethisproblem byjoining acooperative.Thepresent
shift towards market orientation means continuous investment in the innovation
of market strategies. Higher marketing costs stimulate the creation of bigger
cooperatives,abletoprofit from economies ofscaleandscopein marketing.
In a cooperative farmer members have to make decisions about important
investments in market strategies developed by the cooperative company. The
farmers attitude towards such types of investment is very much affected by the
level of their commitment and involvement in their cooperative. Methods of
financing cooperatives which personalize the farmers' contribution to
cooperative assets might also encourage the farmers' willingness to invest in
cooperative market strategies. Transforming the cooperative company into a
limited company the majority of whose shares are owned by the cooperative,
might maketheacquisition ofcapital from thirdparties easier.

6 Conclusion
By changingthe marketing philosophy,by stricter coordination of marketing
operations and by making more investments in market strategy, agricultural
cooperatives are changing from local, production-driven companies to international, market-driven companies. The resulting evolution in organizational
structure is summarized in the following models (N.C.R., 1993). It should be
stressed that these structures arediscussed from themarketing point ofview and
thisisclearly onlyapartialanalysis.
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Figure 1.Thebasic cooperative

The basic cooperative. Members deliver products to the cooperative company,
which is inchargeofprocessing andmarketing. Themarketingphilosophy is to
sell farmers' products at the highest price. Customer-oriented marketing is
limited. Members havetheright and sometimesthe dutytodeliver their products
to the cooperative company which has little marketing authority and uses
coordinative mechanisms vis à vis farmer-members only to a limited extent. All
farmers receivethe same price for the product with someprice differentiation in
respect of product quality. The cooperative invests in the market only to a
limited extent.
It has been argued that this structure is not attractive to Western European
markets because of agricultural overproduction and demanding consumers. This
structure might be viable, however, if the cooperative company was to produce
for the private brand ofa largeretail company orif the company wasto sell raw
material orsemi-manufactured productsto aprivate company.
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Figure 2.AcooperativewithStrategicBusinessUnits

Acooperativewith StrategicBusinessUnits.Thisstructureallowsforamarket
orientated marketing philosophy since processing and marketing are
differentiated inStrategic BusinessUnits.Sincefarmer-members havetheright
and the duty to deliver their products to the cooperative company, the
cooperative canonly coordinate theproduct supply of farmer members toa
limited extent. Farmersreceivethe samepricefortheproductwith someprice
differentiation inrespect ofquality differences. The cooperative will invest in
the market inorder to acquire ormaintainastrong position intargeted market
segments.
This structure facilitates customer-oriented market strategies. However, if
specific agricultural supply,inqualitative and quantitative terms,isneeded by
thecooperativecompany,thisstructurehasitsdeficiencies.
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Figure 3.Acooperariveholdingcompany

A cooperative holding company. This structure allows for a customer orientated,
marketing philosophy, because ofthe differentiation of cooperative activities in
limited companies. These companies havesubstantial marketing authority vis à
vis farmers and can coordinate agricultural inputs with their market strategy.
The cooperative will invest inthemarketin ordertoacquireormaintain a strong
position in targeted market segments. Financial participation of third parties in
the cooperative is, in principle, feasible. The draw-back to this structure is that
farmers might become alienated from their cooperative where the farmers'
relationship tothecooperative companyisweak.
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